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PLASSER-PURPLE/BLACK-ACTIVATED -.In the prior art methods for the production of a semiconductor
wafer, the wafer is produced in what is known as a CZ method, where a single crystal layer is drawn

up from a melt with the help of a seed crystal. The crystal is pulled in solid phase at a rate of
between 0.5 and 10 mm/minute and is eventually rolled into a thin wafer after chamfering or truing.
A single CZ wafer includes a base crystal layer having a thickness of from 0.05 mm to 0.5 mm and a
tensile-stress surface layer having a thickness of between 0.5 and 4 mm. The wafer may also include

other layers that are patterned into rectangular islands on the surface layer. Some of the island
layers, or the entire surface layer, may be provided with an epitaxial layer. The term “semiconductor
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Torrent... “Get to know him.” “He’s handsome and charming and intelligent,” Sarah admits. “But
he’s also arrogant and brutal.” “It’s more honest than pretty.” “There’s no point in dating a guy if
you’re not going to be honest with him.” Gladstone looks out the window of his train, gazing at a

stretch of lush green hills. “I’m not trying to date Sarah.” “Yes, you are.” “Nope.” “I know what you
want.” “So do I. That doesn’t mean I’m going to have it.” “It’s a man thing, isn’t it? You need to be a
man.” “You don’t understand the divorce process.” “You have a lot of baggage,” she whispers, then

clears her throat. “Do you want to end things with your ex?” “I’m not interested in dating Sarah.”
“Then why are you here?” “I’m here because I’m waiting for the morning.” “What are you talking
about?” “I’m moving west,” Gladstone says. “I haven’t decided yet, but I want to see the sunset. I
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